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Thfl Grizzly Responsihility-The price of greatness. - Winston S. Churchill 
VolumeXVm Number I 
Strassburger to Students: 
Be Responsible 
Ursinus' newest buzzword: Re-
sponsibility . 
"You must seize responsibility 
for your education," said President 
John Strassburger during the 
Ursinus College Academic Convo-
cation on Tues-
day, September 5. 
responsibility ... Your education will 
consist of what you make of it." 
The President's speech was fol-
lowed by presentations from two of 
Ursinus' student leaders. 
Clare ZeberkIewicz, PreSident of 
the class of 1996, urged the first 
year students to become "active 
and supportive participants" in the 
Ursinus community. 
The convoca-
tion is an annual 
celebra':on mark-
ing the beginning 
of the academic 
year. This year's 
ceremony marks a 
You must seize 
responsibility for 
your education. 
-- Strassburger 
very important L..-_________ -----J 
Raquel 
Szlanic, Presi-
dent of the 
Ursinus Student 
Government 
Association, 
followed with a 
discussion of 
the meaning of 
the Ursinus col-
ors: black, red point in Ursinus 
history. 
For one, the College introduced 
their newest class, the class of 1999. 
Furthermore, this is the beginning 
of the first full academic year for 
President Strassburger. 
William F. Heefner, President of 
the College's Board of Directors, 
opened the ceremonies, which fea-
tured Strassburger's address to the 
Ursinus community. 
Strassburger challenged everyone 
to set new goals for achievement in 
all aspects of college life in his 
speech titled "A Matter of Choice." 
·You and I are going through this 
together," said Strassburger. "For 
us to have a great four years to-
gether, we must stand up and take 
and old gold. 
Although the original meanings 
date back for centuries, the colors 
have more modern meanings. 
Black represents the solidarity of 
service. Gold stands for carefully 
thought out values. Red represents 
courage, royalty, and friendship. 
William E. Akin, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and Dean of 
the College, recognized some of 
the students who have received 
academic honors. These included 
the Steinbright Scholars, the 
Tohoku Gakuin University Ursinus 
College Scholars, and students who 
were on the Dean's list for both 
See Convocation - page 4 
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Class of '99 Arrives, Survives Orientation 
Michael Jackson, Madonna and 
Vanilla Ice arrived at Ursinus Col-
lege along with the school's fresh-
man class. Well, sort of. 
The Class of 1999 arrived on 
Thursday, August 24 to begin a 
four-day long orientation program. 
Along with many activities such 
as an old-time country fair, a picnic 
at Lower Perkiomen Valley Park in 
Oaks, a dinner dance with an Arctic 
theme, and classes regarding the 
book Fires in the Mirror, a book 
they were required to read over the 
summer, the new students were 
entertained by singer and comedian 
Bruce Jacques. Jacques performed 
some of his own material as well as 
parodying rock stars such as 
Michael Jackson, Madonna, and 
Vanilla Ice. During his show, most 
of the freshmen as well as the up-
perclassmen participated in the 
show by dancing on the stage. 
"It was interesting to see the 
entire class interacting," said fresh-
man Kristen Griffin of West 
Chester, Pa., who thought Jacques 
was the best part of the orientation 
program. Freshman Evan Zoog of 
Warminster, Pa., also liked Jacques 
because he "thought it was interest-
ing how he spoofed other songs." 
The program is run by about 50 
Orientation Assistants, commonly 
known as "OAs". The OAs are 
A&E I 
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Movies & Concerts 
-- Page 6 
upperclassmen at Ursinus who vol-
unteer their time to participate in 
the Orientation program. 
When asked why she wanted to 
be an OA, Angela Lisa, a junior 
from West Lawn, PA, said that she 
was amazed about how well her 
orientation was run when she was a 
freshman, and she "wanted this 
year ' s freshmen to have the same 
great experience that I had when I 
was a freshman." 
Becki Lewis, ajunior from Phila-
delphia, was an OA last year, and 
she has returned to be an OA for a 
second year because she "has a lot 
of fun, and gets to know people." 
Freshman Shauna Connor of 
Pottstown said, "The OA's were 
very friendly and outgoing." She 
enjoyed the picnic at the park be-
cause "everyone was just hanging 
out and being themselves." 
Todd McKinney, Director of 
Leadership Development and Stu-
dent Activities at Ursinus, along 
with student Orientation Interns 
Carol Brewer and Mike Flemmg, 
were in charge of the program. 
McKinney said the purposes of 
the orientation program were to 
"help the new students adjust and 
acclimate, to meet other people as 
well as their faculty adviser, and to 
get used to the physical structure of 
the college." 
Photo by Mike Tucci 
The 1995 Orientation Assistants at the "Arctic Blast" dance 
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Local News Roundup 
PHOENIXVILLE ARTS FESTIVAL 
On September 16 and 17 more than 50 musicians -- singers to 
songwriters to an all woman rock band -- will be performing at the 
Phoenixville 2nd Annual Arts Festival. Sponsored by the Phoenixville 
Area Economic Development Corp. and the Phoenixville Area Busi-
ness Association, the festival will be held on Bridge Street from II a.m. 
to 6 p.m. both days. The goal behind the festival is to broaden the 
community ofPhoeni xvi lie as "a viable community." Service clubs will 
provide food and drinks. 
LANDLORD OWES DEBT 
In Pottstown on September 6, landlord Thomas Lord faced heavy 
pressure as Borough officials demanded that he pay a $9,055 deposit or 
lose all water services to his rental houses. Lord is challenging the 
request in court by filing bankruptcy. Lord is renowned in Pottstown 
for his tremendous debt in water and sewer fees. He owes the borough 
nf'..arly $150,000 for his 44 rental homes and court papers showed he 
owed more than $785,000 to 35 creditors. 
KNIFE WIELDER PLEADS GUILTY 
In Norristown last Thursday, September 6, Earl W. Cole, 39, of West 
Chester confessed to the stabbing of two men with butter knives at a 
Pottstown drug rehabilitation clinic before being shot and wounded by 
a police officer. He pleaded guilty in court to charges of simple assault 
and aggravated assault. Cole could face 20 to 40 years in prison. He 
is awaiting sentencing. 
September 12, 1995 
Students Dedicate Mural To Strassburger 
When Ursinus College Professor 
Thomas Whelan began teaching a 
course in small group communica-
tion this summer, he tried to think 
of a way to put the concepts he and 
his class were discussing into prac-
tice. Whelan decided that the only 
way to make it a worthwhile course, 
which dealt heavily with the idea of 
teamwork, was to have his students 
get out from behind their desks and 
begin truly working as a team. 
"We started a course in how to 
build a successful team," said 
Whelan, "and in order to have that 
kind of a course, it can't be abstract. 
It has to be a concrete experiential 
thing," he said. 
"It can't just be some sort of 
exercise that people do," said 
Whelan. "It has to be something 
real in order for it to happen and to 
have it make sense to people." 
The class, which consisted of 14 
day and evening division students, 
began brainstorming for projects 
they could work on. And one day, 
it all came together. 
"We decided this room needed 
some sprucing up," said Whelan, 
"so we decided to paint a mural on 
the wall." 
The mural, which covers the en-
tire length of room 210 in Ritter 
Center, includes a bright sun, puffy 
white clouds, colorful hot air bal-
loons, and birds in mid-flight. Al-
though the work has no official 
title, there is definitely a message 
behind the design. 
"The theme ... with the sun and 
the face and everything, is to wake 
up and take advantage of this beau-
tiful opportunity which is getting 
an education," said Whelan. 
The students that took the class 
did take advantage of that opportu-
nity, learning and enjoying them-
selves at the same time. 
"The wall is a profound state-
ment of how this class went," said 
Michael Raub, a senior Communi-
cation Arts major. "It involved a lot 
of teamwork, and it really exempli-
fies how 14 people from very differ-
ent backgrounds came together to 
make something that everybody 
liked and that everybody poured 
their hearts into," he said. 
Even people outside of the class 
were pleased with the end result. 
"I think it's excellent that Dr. 
Whelan took the time and effort to 
gather some people to give Ritter a 
bit of a facelift," said Amy Daven-
port, a junior Communication Arts 
major. "This building really needed 
some cheering up, and now the 
classroom is pleasant to come into," 
she said. 
Aside from the aesthetic changes 
in the room, Whelan thinks the 
project served it's true purpose -
demonstrating classroom concepts. 
"We put the concepts to work, 
and we went beyond what any of us 
thought we could do," said \\''helan, 
saying that ' synergy' took place in 
their team situation. "That's where, 
as a group, we created more than we 
ever thought we could, and cer-
tainly more than anyone of us could 
have done alone," he said. 
"We learned a lot about being a 
team, we had a good time doing it, 
and we're proud of what we've 
done," said Whelan. 
In fact, the class was so proud of 
their accomplishment, they decided 
to dedicate the mural to Ursinus 
PresidentJohn Strassburger and his 
administration. Strassburger, along 
with his wife, Trudy, attended the 
unveiling of the wall, and had noth-
ing but praise for the efforts of the 
class. 
"I'm really awed by the wall," 
said Strassburger. "I hope it really 
stands as a monument to student 
accomplishment and what people 
can do when they work together," 
he said. 
Strassburger continued by say-
ing he hopes to work with all stu-
dents at Ursinus and take an active 
role in appreciating their work. 
Global Perspectives 
International 
NATO Attacks Bosnian Serbs 
On Thursday Sept. 7, NATO rocketed an ammunition dump close to Bosnian Serb 
stronghold of Pale and ignited shuddering detonations which sent Serb civilians 
scurrying for cover. Successive waves of Alliance aircraft repeatedly attacked military 
targets around Sarajevo on the ninth day of Operation Deliberate Force. 
There was still no sign that the defiant Serbs were ready to meet United Nations 
demands. In the town itself, groups of Serb residents gathered to watch the smoke rise. 
With communications systems destroyed, local people had little news. They asked 
foreign journalists how long the NATO attacks would last. 
Admiral William Fallon of the USS Theodore Roosevelt said the strikes could go on 
through the day and into the night. "There's quite a bit going on later today and tonight," 
he said. Fallon said five waves of planes had left his carrier by noon. Missions also flew 
from NATO bases in Italy. 
(Global Perspectives is compiled by Tarik Qasim f rom media reports) 
National 
Clinton Proclaims the Successes Reinventing Government 
In Washington, President Clinton said his drive to shrink the federal government 
was the right way to balance the budget, not the deep cuts proposed by the Republican-
controlled Congress. 
"America faces a choice in the next two months about which path to take to a 
balanced budget," Clinton said in welcoming the third annual status report of a 
"Reinventing Government" program headed by Vice President Al Gore. The 
administration said an estimated 160,000 federal jobs had already been eliminated, 
putting it within reach of its goal of doing away with 252,000 federal jobs. 
Packwood Resigns 
In Washington, Senate Ethics Committee leaders called on Sen. Bob Packwood to 
resign before the Senate acts on a recommendation to expel him on charges of sexual 
and official misconduct. 
Chairman Mitch McConnell, a Republican, and Vice-Chairman Richard Bryan, a 
Democrat, denounced Packwood for his sexual advances on at least 17 women and 
for soliciting jobs for his ex-wife from lobbyists. 
Seplember 12.1995 NEWS 
Seneca Falls: 
The Birthplace of Women's Suffrage 
riij!liM=i6!!'~ 
Of The Gnzzl 
On August 25-27, five members 
(three girls and two guys) of this 
fall's edition of the Ursinus 
Women's Studies class and their 
class coordinator, Dr. Eileen En-
gland, headed off to Seneca Falls, 
N.Y., to participate in a march and 
rally celebrating the 75th anniver-
saryofwomen'ssuffrage. Seventy-
five years ago, women gained the 
right to vote in the United States. 
This event was commemorated at 
the birthplace of the women' s suf-
frage movement in Seneca Falls. 
Since Seneca Falls is located in 
upstate New York, we gallantly left 
the Ursinus campus at 3:52 p.m. 
Friday afternoon and headed north. 
My fellow students and I took shifts 
monitoring Dr. England 's driving, 
and with our seat belts buckled, we 
safely arrived at our destination 
around 10 p.m. After checking in 
to our rooms, those of us over the 
age of21 (sorry Rob) sought a little 
music and refreshments. Fortu-
nately, there was a great oldies band 
playing all of the hits nonstop to a 
packed house. The lead singer had 
all of the moves, a wonderful voice, 
and a thing for our class coordina-
tor. Although she was beckoned a 
few times to come up on stage, she 
resi~1ed the temptation to show off 
her moves. Would Dr. England 
have shook, rattled, and rolled, 
would she have crooned the crowd, 
or would she have just plain embar-
rassed herse1f7 I guess we will 
never know. 
Well, the big day, Women ' s 
equality day in Seneca Falls, finally 
arrived. Early Saturday morning 
we hopped in our minivan and drove 
in to town, and visited Women' s 
Rights National Historical Park. 
This beautiful park contains the 
shell of the historic Wesleyan 
Chapel where the first women ' s 
rights convention took place in 
1848. This chapel is where the 
Declaration of Sentiments was 
adopted. This document was mod-
eled after the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, and is the most famous 
document in the history of Ameri-
can feminism. Also in the park is a 
splendid monument which has the 
Declaration of Sentiments inscribed 
on it along with the names of the 
women who signed it along with 
the men who supported it. The 
monument consists of a wall of 
marble about 60 feet long and 8 feet 
high. Water spills over the top of 
the wall creating a most elegant 
effect. I was told that water repre-
sents the tears of women every-
where who have suffered and still 
suffer oppression repression, and 
discrimination because of gender. 
The spacious visitor center and 
museum is another aspect of the 
national site. This building is full 
of art and history, and it holds more 
information than I could gather in 
the short time we visited there. 
At noon we represented Ursinus 
College in the march through down-
town Seneca Falls with a few hun-
dred other participants. Many wore 
clothing from circa 1848, and oth-
ers carried signs and banners. Par-
ticipating in the march made me: 
marvel at the courage those origi-' 
nal marchers must have had. They' 
faced hypercriticism, ridicule, andl 
even ostracism, and that was before 
they got home. We faced a multi-
tude of cameras, and more than 
enough photo opportunities. When 
the march concluded, we found 
ourselves in the midst of an old-
fashioned suffrage rally. The guest 
speakers included lawmakers, dig-
nitaries, UPI White House Press 
Correspondent Helen Thomas 
(Thank you, Mr. President!), and 
actual descendants of the Declara-
tion of Sentiments authors. Later 
that evening, actor Fred Morsell 
performed "Frederick Douglass-
Why I became a Women' s Rights 
Man." It was an inspirational close 
to an intriguing day. To celebrate 
everything we discovered that day, . 
we allowed the girls to pay their 
share of the motel movie rental fee 
for the midnight showing of Pulp 
Fiction. Isn't equality wonderful?! 
!fyou can' t tell by now we all had 
a great time on our little excursion. 
Entwined in all that fun (this is 
going to hurt), we all learned some-
thing (ouch!). Dr. England, in her 
letter inviting us on this trip, said 
that "We will be touching the his-
tory that allows women to partici-
pate in society today." When con-
templating the events of those three 
days, I think that is just what we 
did. We touched history. 
Thfl Grizzly ao i ," ! 
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Marc Ellman Mark Leiser 
Editorial Board 
News Michael McCuen Features Alicia Darby 
Opinions Beatrice May Sports Charlie Weingroff 
Entertainment Colin Tucker Assistant Sports Joel Schofer 
Faculty Advisor 
Margot Kelley 
General Staff 
BUIiness Manager Mike Fleming; Circulation Manager Colin Tucker; Photographer Jennifer 
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Treasure Hunt, Anyone? 
6 p.m. in which the contest winners 
will be announced and each piece of 
art properly identified. The exhibit 
will run through November 19 and 
" )C" marks the spot, as the ex- will feature paintings, rare manu-
hibit "Hidden Treasures: Selections scripts, ancient coins, antique dolls, 
from the Personal Collections of autographed baseballs, and much 
Ursinus Faculty and Staff' is un- more. 
Some of the veiled today, Sep-
tember 12, in the 
Berman Museum 
Upper Gallery. 
From September 
12 through Sep-
9/12 - 9/20 
Hidden Treasures 
more unusual 
items include a 
collection of 
wooden figurines Berman Upper Gallery 
tember 20, the treasures will re-
main unidentified, and a contest 
will be held in wldch the visitors 
will be invited to guess the owners 
of each item via an owner/artwork 
match-up card. The three people 
with the most correct match-ups 
will receive a prize (also a hidden 
treasure!) . 
There will be a reception on 
Thursday, September 21 , from 4 to 
resembling many 
campus faces, especially the En-
glish department, an array of Penn-
sylvania Dutch cookie cutters, a 
collection of hats, and other unique 
riches. The exhibit was the brain-
child of the Art Museum Advisory 
Committee, which received its in-
spiration for "Hidden Treasures" 
from a desire of Ursin us Students to 
have a deeper sense of the soul of 
the campus. 
We've moved ... Come visit us 
CAREER SERVICES 
Bomberger Hall 
Room 121 
• Occupational guides & career information 
I 
• SIGI Plus - computer assisted career guidance program 
• Part Time Jobs & Internship Information 
• Graduate & Professional School Testing Information & 
Program Guides 
• Info on resume writing, interviewing & job search skills 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9-12 & 1-5 
Phone: 409-3599 
E-Mail: career@acad.ursinus.edu 
From the desk of. .. 
H~'~ H~ 
Wefcome Jacufty, stalfi uppercfassmen antf new students. We Iiope 
you {~ tlie new fooiuof71ie qriLzfy. 'l1ie staff wori./ very /iarti to 
put out a quality issue eacli weet We appreciate Jeetf6act 60tli 
positive anti neoative, on liow we can ma~ a 6etterpu6tication Jor 
you. (]>{ease ca( write or e-maif witli any comments. jlfso, we IioY 
our weefify meetinos on rruestiay at 5:45 p.m. in tlie Sttufent C1'u6li-
cations Office (CBom6eroer - 3rti fWor). jlf{ are wefcome to attend. 
Phone: ext. 2448 
E-mail: Grizzly@acad.ursinus.edu 
For Information Call ... 
L~~~~ 489-8855 
We Moved! 
Come Check Out our New Location in the 
Collegeville Marketplace, near Redner's and 
Blockbuster Video. 
Enjoy over 10,000 Square Feet of Fitness 
25+ Aerobics & Step classes weekly 
Free Weights * Full line of machines 
Cardio-Theater * Sauna 
Half-court Basketball * Tanning 
$110 Student Semester Special 
Faculty & Staff Discounts 
Hours to Accomodate Just About any Hectic Schedule 
Trappe Shopping Center 
(Next to Clemens) 
r:1r 1995 URSINUS DELIVERY SPECIALS " 
o 
e Large 16" pizza 
o 2 Medium pizzas + 2 liter soda 
9 2 Large pizzas + 2 liter soda 
Wings In Stuff 
$ 5.99 
$ 6.99 
$10.99 
$12.99 
(All wings come with bleu cheese and celery) 
" 8 Buffalo wings, onion rings, french fries, 4 chicken 
fingers, 4 mozzerella sticks, 2 pepperoni sticks + 1 liter 
soda $ 9.50 
(3 16 Buffalo wings + 1 liter soda 
8 32 Buffalo wings + 21iter soda 
Sandwiches & IVlore 
$ 4 .95 
$ 8.75 
o 12" Sandwich + medium fountain soda $ 4.49 
(Add 0.30 for chicken, turkey, or peppers) 
o 20" Giant sandwich + 1 liter soda 
(Add 0.50 for chicken, turkey, or peppers) 
$ 7 .25 
(ID Spaghetti & meatballs or sausage with salad 
and garlic roll + 1 liter soda $ 5.99 
I Deliveries Available Free DeliveMj . Mon-Fri 4-9 No Minimum Required Sat & Sun 12-9 
if 489-4271 
.:. We cater pizza parties with free delivery! .:. 
Seplember 12, 1991 
Graterford 
Literacy 
Project 
f})Uf ~u (jet ~ur Invitation? 
Earn your tutuoring certifica-
tion from the Mayor's Com-
mission on literacy by attend-
ing only three sessions: 
Tuesday, Sept. 12 
Tuesday, Sept. 19 
Tuesday, Sept. 26 
6-9 p.m. in Bomberger 001 
All sessions are mandatory. 
For additional info call x.3 188. 
Tutors are 
needed ... 
a 
literacy 
tutor 
today! 
When you are a freshman, every-
one pays special attention to you. 
You have weekly meetings with 
your advisor, you can attend special 
programs which teach study hab-
its, and you even get to move in 
early. But upon returning as a 
sophomore, it seems that no one 
cares. At least, this has been the 
complaint of students in the past, 
according to Dr. Eileen England, 
convener of Sophomore Week 
(September 11 - 15). 
The usual schedule of events for 
Ursinus students is to declare a 
major in the spring of freshman 
year, pick classes for the coming 
fall , and then go home. When 
students return in the fall for sopho-
more year, they are returning to 
their major's department, a place 
withwhich they are relatively unfa-
miliar. It's highly unlikely that a 
sophomore will have had all, or 
even most, of the instructors from 
their new department and they prob-
ably will probably not know a ma-
jority of the other majors. 
Sophomore Week is a week for 
departments to welcome their new 
majors (and minors) who are re-
turning from summer break as 
sophomores and get to know them. 
It's to introduce sophomores to what 
the major really is and the people 
who are involved with it: the in-
structors, fellow sophomores, along 
with juniors and seniors in the ma-
jor. Some of it is fun and games 
LIV~ 
MUSIC s~ 
BAR & GRILLE 
At lAmerick ColfClub 
49 5.6945 765 N. Lcwit Rd., Uoncrklr. PA 19468 495-5567 
SEPTEMBER 15/16 
EGDONHEATH 
CLASSIC AND MODERN ROCK DANCE BAND 
l1pcomingl£vents: 
9/22 • The Markley Band featuring 
Fred Patterson 
9/23 • Kourageous Kats 
9/29 • Empie (Rock 'n Roll from tile 60's to 
the 90's) 
9/30 • The Manatees 
(Politics is playing Volleyball), 
some of it is more serious (Psychol-
ogy is holding small group discus-
sions), but every major will have a 
mix of both. 
Sophomore Week isn' t just Open 
Houses, though. Activities are 
planned (such as a pizza night) that 
are intended to bring the whole 
sophomore class together. Pizza 
Night will be held on Wednesday 
the 13th from 8-9pm in the Lower 
Lounge. Members of the upper 
classes will be performing skits 
which offer reflections about sopho-
more year. 
The point of Sophomore Week is 
to take advantage of it. Attend the 
actiVIties , especially your 
department's Open House (each de-
partment has sent out invitations 
with their Open House's date and 
time). Sophomore Week is about 
options and knowing why you 
picked your major. At the end of it, 
you should know why you chose 
your major, as well as the people 
associated with t. It is important to 
do this because ciS a sophomore, you 
are no longer just dn Ursinus Stu-
dent, you're a ma ior. 
Convocation 
Continued from page I 
semesters during the 1994-95 aca-
demic school year. 
Todd McKinney, adviser to the 
class of 1999, was present to repre-
sent the newest members of the 
Ursinus community. 
The class of 1999 consists of317 
students, 145 men and 172 women. 
Admissions statistics reveal that 41 
percent of these students were in 
the top 10 percent of their high 
school graduating class, 63 percent 
were in the top 20 percent, and 82 
percent were in the top 40 percent. 
Additionally, 143 of the students 
were members of the National Honor 
Society. 
These students bring with them a 
wealth of experience as leaders and 
in service, including 100 who did 
volunteer work or service projects, 
72 high school student government 
representatives, 28 members of Stu-
dents Against Drunk Driving 
(SADD), and 49 members of news-
paper, yearbook, or literary maga-
zine staffs. 
A benediction by campus Chap-
lain M. Scott Landis brought the 
convocation to a close. The cer-
emony was followed by a reces-
sionalled by a bag piper. 
SePlember 12.1995 
Reality 100 
p!lihli!!m!b~ Of The Gnzzl 
for each of our four classes. This is 
not easy. 
These are not the carefree days 
of college we had envisioned. The 
Welcornetocollege! Whatexcit- classes are overwhelming, and the 
ingwords. Probablythemostexcit- amount of work and studying we 
ing words of our lives. College life have to do seems insurmountable. 
means parties, friends, three classes The tasks before us have caused 
a day, and freedom. almost every freshman to recon-
We all arrived here with visions sider their major (perhaps switch-
of no curfews, no one asking us ing to basket weaving), some to cry, 
where we had ,---------------, and, as one fresh-
been or where 
we were gomg. 
We "ere in 
complete con-
trol and It \ 'as 
going to be ? 
blast. 
We entered ourfirst 
class: Reality 100. 
man states, "I'm 
ready to go home 
and become a gar-
bage woman." The first words we 
heard were Is there hope for 
us disheartened 
freshmen') Does it 
get any easier? 
Only time will truly 
"Welcome to college!" 
Then we en-
tered our first 
class, Reality 1 00 The first words 
we read "cre. "welcome to col-
legeL" but this time things were 
completely different. It was as if a 
cold wave hit our carefree visions 
and our new found freedom was 
lost. Our parents have been re-
placed by our chemistry and biol-
ogy books. 
We desperately want to live the 
college life we have been planning 
for all summer, but for each hour of 
class there is at least two hours of 
homework. 
What happened to the days in 
high school where we would spend 
two weeks on one chapter? Now we 
must read a chapter in two nights 
and answer study guide questions 
Hello fellow U rsinus kiddies. Yes, 
I'm back, so stop complaining. 
Well, I have to admit that I'm 
somewhat impressed by all of the 
new changes taking place around 
our little campus. 
First of all, there's the new Zack's, 
affectionately referred to as Zack's 
II. If you haven't been there yet, 
what the hell have you been waiting 
for? Aren't you even a little bit 
c:urious? 
Well, anyway, we now have a 
larger selection of treats and good-
ies, a better system of paying for 
things, and lots of style to admire as 
usitand munch on our fried cheese 
sticks and pizza. 
While we are sacrificing the qui-
elUde and chann of the old Zack's, 
1" are gaining a lot on the deal as 
U. 
Congratulations, Administration, 
tell as all of us fall into out little 
mches here at Ursinus. but as one 
sophomore who suffered the same 
thing last year promised, "they're 
not trying to weed you out. Use vour 
friends and teachers for help; but as 
rar as homework goe~, it doesn't get 
any easier." 
What do other freshmen, past 
and present suggest? When thmgs 
seem most complicated, put every-
thing aSide and watch a movie with 
some friend, or take a long walk. 
When you get back to your work, 
things seem a lot less complicated. 
Sleep also helps a lot, even if it is 
just for a little while. Whatever 
works for you, use it, and for better 
or worse, welcome to college! 
you've done something good .. 
This year also brings us other 
new ideas. 
For those upper classmen that 
were too engrossed in Ricki Lake to 
make it out to this year's gradua-
tion, President Strassburger an-
swered my petitions in a bold man-
ner. 
Last year some of you may re-
member me challenging the ad-
ministration to sit back and listen 
to what we have to say as students. 
Well, guess what? They are, or 
rather, they will be. 
Our new President spoke of a 
common hour that will be devel-
oped, in which students can get 
together with faculty and adminis-
tration to chat about our concerns 
and opinions. 
Thanks, Pres" it sounds like a 
great oppurtunity, Now I only 
Biology Boot Camp 
Were you frightened when your 
roommate returned to your room last 
week dripping in the doorway, bold-
ing shoes that were covered in algae 
and mud? Do you wake up in the 
middle of the night, certain that you 
hearthebuzzingofabees' nest? Are 
your friends suddenly comparing cuts, 
scrapes, and bruises in their free time? 
Do you shudder when you hear the 
word 'elodea'? 
If you replied 'yes,' you or some-
one you know has likely experi-
enced (he traumas of "bio boot 
camp." Asa freshman who has lived 
to tell the tale, I will enlighten all of 
you on the trials and tribulations of 
our happy crew of budding (and 
sometlffies reluctant) ecologISts at 
our ftrst biology lab. 
The day started out innocently 
enough, with all ofus piling into vans 
and being dropped 0 ff at the lab site. 
This is where the so-called normalcy 
ended, for Dr. Ellen Dawley quickly 
took "mug shots" of each of us. To 
my knowledge, the photos are prob-
ably used to identify those who do not 
return with all of their appendages 
intact. 
After some more paperwork (im-
muni7.ation history, dental records ... ), 
we were prepared to begin our work. 
We began by climbing Mount 
Everest (perhaps just a steep hill) to 
hope that the other big mouths (little 
ones are welcome too) will join me 
in attendi ng these meetings to make 
them a success. 
Also, the President announced 
that he will be having us to his 
house for dessert. Yes, all of us, but 
no, not all at once. I also look 
forward to this as a chance to get to 
meet him one on one and see just 
what kind of guy he is behind the 
public persona that someone in his 
position must exude when dealing 
with people who give the school 
money. 
I just wish it could be for a whole 
meal, instead of just dessert, but I 
think that Mrs. Strassburger would 
object readily to that idea. One 
question: Do we have to dress up, or 
will these fireside chats be casual? 
Well, I guess I'll find out, unless I 
don't get an invitation, of course, 
reach the upper level of the forest. 
Hoping to avoid the possibility of 
stepping in any bees' nests, we fol-
lowed Dr. Dawley's steps, looking 
like a small family of ducks playing 
follow the leader. 
After observing the various spe-
cies of trees and climbing cautIOusly 
around anything that seemed re-
motely like poison ivy, we were 
ready to visit the other side of the 
forest. Rather than climb down and 
then back up again, we opted to 
cross via a large tree laying between 
the two sides. 
This prompted a brief nervous 
breakdown for those of us who had 
never qUite mastered the balance 
beam, but nothing would stop us! 
We were brave ecologists! Strong 
ecologists! Ecologistsafraidofmiss-
ing the van home! 
On the other side of the forest, we 
gazed at more trees, took mur~ notes, 
aad concentrated on c\otting the blood 
that was trickling out of any . CI (lpes 
we'd accumulated along our jU1lIOey. 
Then, Dr. Dawley announced that we 
would be heading to the lowlands. 
The real terror set in when we 
realized that we would have to climb 
i>ackdownMount Everest (ok, maybe 
just a hill). After weighing O'JI op-
tions- either climb down or live for-
ever wil.f1 the bees- we confidently 
trotted down the hill, grabbing on to 
every tree or person WIthin ann's 
length for balance. 
We all survived the trek down and 
Who would want me at their house 
anyway! 
Well, the Freshmen crop looks 
good this year. They came into the 
opening ceremonies a-chanting-
away like they were told to do. Not 
a bad job, by the way, but my class 
was better! So anyway, all you 
young-uns have now had a few 
weeks here. Hopefully they have 
been good ones. 
Of course, if you are like most 
other students here, you are prob-
ably too drunk to remember any of 
the past few weeks. If that's so, you 
probably aren't alone, as there are 
many more like you. Overall, the 
upcoming year looks good and 
promising. 
I'm actually looking forward to it. 
(Yes, me, Captain Jack, the pessi-
mist is upbeat about something-- it 
could happen), 
courageously headed toward the 
lowlands. Unfortunately, the only 
available route between the two ar-
eas was a small river filled with 
rocks- which really did not seem to 
faze Dr. Dawley at all. 
Upon stepping into the water, we 
realized one of the basic truths of 
biology- that wet, algae-covered 
rocks are quit slippery. It's an im-
portant lesson, believe me! 
We proceeded cautiously, how-
ever, stopping only once in the 
middle of the river to jot down some 
notes. We safely arrived in the low-
lands, learned about the types of 
trees and such there, and made our 
way back toward the vans, vIa the 
water, of course. This is where my 
personal trauma sets in ... 
At this point, I had already amassed 
a wide assortment of bruises and 
scrapes, butl was certain that! w luld 
survive the lru,t few moments ot the 
lab. Unfortunately, I ignored the 
previous lesson about wet algae and 
slipped on a dry rock (with my wet, 
slippery sneakers) and collected a 
few more bruises before boarolllg 
the van again. 
I mought about donating my body 
to science, but decided inste;>d te 
head back to campus. After all. I 
wouldn't want to miss a great dinner 
atWismer, would I? And ever since, 
I have had a little melody rwming 
through my head ... "Over the river 
and through the woods ... " but no 
sign of grandmother's house yeti 
Before I forget, let me put a plug 
ill here for The Grizzly. If you think 
you are a good writer, or you know 
you can't write worth a shit, we 
would welcome you all into our 
humble little group. Just ask some-
body about how to get started, and 
then we will send you your free 
"How to Get Started Righting for 
the Grizzly" kit, narrated by Sally 
Struthers, and produced by Paul 
Reubens (aka. Pee Wee Herman). 
Potheads, drunks, computer 
geeks, lab rats, video game addicts, 
history majors, and the other three 
Ursinus students are all invited. 
Thanks for your attention, 
and goodbye until next week when 
we hear Nurse Piggy say No Doctor 
Bob, what if Nurse Janis walks in ... 
-Calltain Jack 
~ 12,1115 p,,,;U ~ 
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Welcome Back! This is Movie 
Mania. my weekly movie review. 
For newcomers to this column, I 
rate movies from 0 to 10, with 10 
being the best. 
B atman Forever- In this third in-
stallment of the moneymaking 
Batman series, we have a new di-
rector, a new actor behind the mask, 
and a new look and feel to the 
series. Fortunately, it all works 
very well. 
Director Joel Schumacher (The 
Lost Boys. The Client) definitely 
fi lls Tim Burton' s shoes. He gives 
the movie a brighter, more colorful 
look (this brightness comes through 
very well in an impressive street 
fight scene with Robin and a group 
of thugs), and a more lighthearted, 
humorous tone that is just as effec-
"';,re as Tim Burton' s dark, Gothic 
images of the first two movies. 
Val Kilmer, one of the best ac-
Summer m",,;e lle";'1tI - 'Pari 1 
bat suit and unquestionably 
outdoes Michael Keaton in every 
aspect. He is a better actor, and he 
fits the part better. Unlike the first 
two movies, Batman is not over-
shadowed by the villains this time. 
We get a lot of insight into the 
Bruce WaynelBatman character, 
thanks to the help of Dr. Chase 
Meridian (Nicole Kidman), the 
world' s most attractive shrink. 
My only complaints are that 
some ofthe action scenes went too 
fast, and I couldn' t quite'keep up 
with what was going on. Also, 
because there were so many main 
characters, the role of Two-Face 
(Tommy Lee Jones) was reduced 
to yelling and screaming every 
time Batman got away. Other-
wise, this fun, exciting movie de-
serves to be the $200 million block-
buster that it will probably be-
come. Rating- 8 (Very Good) 
Die Hard Wah a Vengeance- Un-
fortunately, I had the highest ex-
pectations for this movie, but I was 
disappointed by its mediocrity. In 
yet another variation on the "mad 
bomber" theme, Simon Gruber (Jer-
emy Irons), the brother of Hans 
Gruber, the villain of the first Die 
Hard, sets bombs throughout the 
city as he plays a riddle game with 
Next Week~ •• 
Summer Movie 
Review:· Part 2 
Apollot3 
. Waterworfd 
and a brand new 
quote ... 
cop John McClane (Bruce Willis). 
McClane gets paired up with a bit-
ter Harlem electronics store owner 
(Samuel L. Jackson) which sets the 
stage for a Lethal Weapon-like feel 
for the entire movie (This script 
was originally conceived to be Le-
thal Weapon 4). 
The stunts and special effects, 
such as a huge New York subway 
crash, were top-notch like the other 
two Die Hards, but I really did not 
enjoy watching this movie. The 
plot was weak, convoluted, and hard 
to follow, and all the movie really 
amounted to was a bunch of really 
neat stunts connected by a lousy 
plot. Rating- 5 (So-So) 
Movie quote of the week- I have 
added a new surprise this year! Be-
sides getting your name printed in 
the world's best weekly newspaper, 
the first person to identify what 
movie the quote below came from 
will be entered in a drawing at the 
end of the semester for the video-
tapes ofthe Star Wars trilogy! This 
is a true collector's item, because all 
three movies are digitally rernas-
tered in THX for improved sound 
and picture quality. Additionally, 
the original Star Wars movie will 
no longer be on sale after January 
20, 1996. Because I am giving 
away a prize this time, I need to 
establish some official rules. 
1. Only Ursinus students, faculty, 
and staff are eligible. 
2. To give everyone an equal chance, 
you cannot guess the quote until the 
paper is distributed. In other words, 
you cannot go up to the Publica-
tions office on Saturday and tell me 
then. You must wait until Monday 
or Tuesday when the paper is dis-
tributed. Grizzly staff, this means 
YOU! 
3. Once the paper is distributed, the 
first person to contact me with the 
correct movie is entered in the draw-
ing. You can contact me in one of 
three ways: 
a. Talk to me personally- Yon will 
find me in the Wismer Alcove dur-
ingmeals. 
b. E-mail me (COTUCKER) 
c. Call me or leave a message on my 
voice mail at x3212. 
I want to see how many people 
respond, so this week's quote will 
be very obvious. It is "But when 
Pirates of the Caribbean breaks 
down, the pirates don't eat the tour-
ists!" Good Luck! 
tors in Hollywood, now wears the 
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Mark's Summer Concert Review 
-
Part 1 
~4m'mU~ 
:-Edilor in Chief 
The summer season is tradition-
ally the peak time for musicians to 
tour the country, and the summer of 
, 95 was no exception. And with the 
opening of the new Blockbuster-
Sony Music Entertainment Centre 
at the Waterfront, it was one of the 
most exciting ever. 
James Taylor - The new E-Cen-
tre took many acts away from other 
venues in the area, such as The 
Spectrum and the Mann Music 
Center, including James Taylor, 
who traditionally plays the Mann. 
Taylor made an appearance at the 
E-Centre in early July, performing 
with Marvin Hamlisch and the Pitts-
burgh Symphony Pops. The show, 
the first of a five-show mini tour 
T;>.ylor did with Hamlisch, was as 
close to a sell-out the E-Centre came 
in the months of June and July. 
Taylor primarily played it safe, 
giving the audience solid rendi-
tions of his most familiar tunes. 
Favorites included Fire and Rain. 
Your Smiling Face. Carolina In 
My Mind and the show-closing 
Sweet Baby James. 
Other songs that sounded par-
ticularly energetic were three tunes 
off of Taylor' s most recent album, 
New Moon Shine : Slap Leather. 
Shed a Little Light, and The Fro-
zen Man. 
Taylor also played two new 
songs that have yet to be given a 
title, giving IT fans hopes of a new 
album sometime in the near fu-
ture. 
Chicago - Yes, Chicago has 
been around forever. Their new 
material is no longer topping the 
charts, and when they perform 
live, their timing is no longer what 
it used to be. But they still draw 
large crowds when they come to 
town, and give the show-goer two 
hours of their self-proclaimed 
"rock and roll with horns." album, Chicago Night and Day, a 
The show started with the 70's hit collectionofbig-bandnumbersfrom 
Saturday In the Park, and continued the 1920's and 30's. 
with other tunes from that era such A nice treat for Chicago fans 
as Make Me Smile, Just You 'N Me, came during their encore set, when 
Beginnings. Colour My World and they decided to close the show with 
lfYou Leave Me Now, a song that 
.... :"'":'=:;;'. -.:::::-:: -~-------;; .. ____ .:,, -=,,; singer RobertLamm said they "have 
Next Wc_k... notperfonned live in over 15 years." 
Summer Concert 
Review Part 2 
Elton John 
Jimmy Buffett 
Bruce Hornsby 
Hootie and the Blowfish 
Toad the Wet Sprocket / The 
Cranberries - It's rare these days to 
be able to pay just $15 to see one 
quality band in concert, let alone 
two. But that was what we paid for 
our lawn ticket to see this double-
bill. 
The three-hour show kicked off 
when Toad took the stage just as the 
sun was setting over the Delaware. 
25 or 6 to 4. They played for just over an hour, 
Mixed in were their '80s hits such playing favorites such as 
as LookAway. Hard Habit to Break, Something's Always Wrong and 
You're My Inspiration, and several Walk On the Ocean. And a pleasant 
others made famous by former lead- surprise in Toad's set-list was my 
vocalist Peter Cetera. They also personal favorite of theirs, Wind-
played several cuts from their new mills. 
Their relaxing style of music fit 
perfectly with the E-Centre atmo-
sphere, as we laid back on our beach 
towels, listened to the acoustic gui-
tar, and stared at the stars. 
The Cranberries closed the show 
twin-bill with a high-energy setfea-
turing songs from their first two 
albums, Everyone Else Is Doing It 
So Why Can 't We, and No Need To 
Argue. 
Especially strong were the songs 
I Still Do. Twenty-One and Sunday. 
They also performed extended ver-
sions of their hit singles Linger, 
Dreams. Ode to My Family and 
Zombie. 
They also performed three new 
songs, including one entitled I Shot 
John Lennon. My friends and I all 
came up with different interpreta-
tions of what exactly this song 
meant, but we all agreed it was an 
unusual tune, even for The Cran-
berries. In any case, look for these 
three new tracks to appear on a new 
album soon. 
~ 12,1115 p~~ 
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Want to be a "Tech-y?" 
"'M"ih!°t'iINu1 
_ Of the Gnzzl_ _ 
''OK,cue#l,#l6,#4,and#22. Wait 
for him to enter, then fade in general 
lighting- not too fast, easy." As I cue 
the light board operator I look down 
upon the painted stage and think to 
myself, "The tape on the left side of that 
piece of wood is coming ofT. The whole 
front board of paneling is going to fall 
offany minute." Switching to the other 
side of the stage, someone is waving at 
me from behind the wall that hides the 
back corridor from the audience's sight. 
Leaving the lights to fend for them-
selves, I slowly creep along the catwalk 
to the stairs, and bound down to the 
stage. Someone has forgotten his hat, 
and someone else can't light the candle 
he's supposed to be bringing on in two 
minutes. The other stage hand is run-
ning around trying to fix the blue light 
that illuminates the back of the stage 
because the light bulb keeps falling 
out On my way to get the hat, four 
people come in late that have to be 
escorted into the theater with a flash-
light. The lights need their next cue, 
and I've lost my place in the script so 
I have no idea where they are. And 
this is only the first two minutes of 
the show. 
Ritter is guilty of harboring one of 
the best kept secrets on campus. Pro-
theatre and Pro-theatre ' s Technical 
Program helps to entertain and culti-
vate students and faculty alike, every 
semester. The group puts on one play 
a semester that anyone can audition 
for, from students to faculty to com-
munity members. However, while 
many people have heard that Pro-
theatre exists, they assume that it 
only applies to aspiring actors and 
actresses, or developing directors. 
What they have not thought about, 
however, is all those little pieces of 
drama that make a play or musical 
into a finished work of art. 
Where would our plays be without 
the sets that give the cast an environ-
ment in which to grow? Where would 
the audience be without the costumes 
that help them to distinguish among char-
acters and recognize each one's personal-
ity and motives? Where would the actors 
and actresses be if they had to perform in 
the dark? It is easy to underestimate 
exactly how many people, how much 
work, and how many sets of hands a 
theater needs to help it succeed in its 
endeavors. Someone has to put the visual 
together, as well as fix all the little prob-
lems that arise during the show. Make no 
mistake, the need exists and it is immedi-
ate. 
Some may question why someone 
would want to partake in this sort of 
program. One reason is that many people 
would love to be a part of the theatre 
without actually having to go on stage. If 
you like drama, art, architecture or sew-
ing, this could be the perfect way for you 
to follow up on your talents without hav-
ing to face your stage fright. Others don't 
really have the time to spend at rehearsals 
every night but still want to get involved. 
Still more people have those special tal-
ents one might not get to exhibit in the 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·Internet Site of the Week 
This week's "internet site of the week" is the already amazingly successful Internet 
Underground Music Archive. It is located at www.iuma.com; and can be found using 
either Lynx or Netscape. But let's be serious -- it's only an interesting place to go if your 
computer has sound capabilities. If you do go, expect to find sound clips provided by 
more than 500 bands who are on their way to making it. Since IUMA started in 
California, it includes a preponderance of west coast bands. But, searching among the 
progressive rock bands, I did find one from Toms River, N.J. that was decent, and 
another quasi-interesting Jersey band listed in the college/indie/lo-fi section. You can 
search for bands by names, labels, or types of music -- and the Archive includes 
everything from children's music to jazz to punk. Clips are short enough that you can 
sample a variety in a sitting. 
If you know of an interesting site on the internet, send the address to 
GRIZZLY@ACAD.URSINUS.EDU. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ursinus community. We all know how 
hard it is to fit extracurricular activities 
into our schedules. Technical theatre 
can enable them to utilize their talents, 
while also allowing people to pick their 
own hours, safely hidden backstage or 
on the catwalk. 
But don't think you need experience 
to be a "tech-y." Many inexperienced 
people become involved with the the-
ater each year just to help out with 
whatever they can. Anyone can be-
come a part of Pro-theatre's technical 
theater by contacting Dr. Henry, direc-
tor and producer of all Pro-theatre pro-
ductions, in the Communication Arts 
Department. Unlike the productions 
there is no limited cast list we must 
abide by; there is no limit to the number 
of people we can accept. Anyone who 
can participate in any way is very wel-
come. Technica! theatre is a vital part 
of the production of any drama, and is 
just as rewarding and fulfilling as being 
a cast member. 
WVOU : Check It Out! 
SY.n.d.3l: 
6pm ~ 7 pm Chelsea Grant 
7pm - 8pm Nicole Eberwein & 
Steph Fragati 
8pm - lOpm MARGINAL 
UNCERTAINlY - Mike Pizzi and 
Dave Webb 
M2ruJ.u 
llam - lpm Ian Wood 
1 pm - 2pm Dennis Prichett 
2pm - 3pm Matt Sutin 
3pm - 4pm Brian Ebersol & 
Keith D'Oria 
4pm - 6pm Dave Meehan & 
Larry Thantucci 
6pm - 7pm Vince Blando 
7pm - 8pm Joe Simione & 
Tony Esposito 
8pm - 9pm Tom Malia 
9pm - llpm Danny Ly 
~ 
4pm - 5pm Jim Brett & Craig Agule 
6pm - 7pm Sonny Regelman & 
Heather Mead 
7pm - 8pm Dave Helfand & 
Casey Fosbenner 
8pm - 9pm Joe Mulroy 
9pm - lOpm Dan Graf, Mike 
Jalboot & Brandon Baer 
IOpm - llpm Dave Yost 
Wednesday 
llam - lpm Ian Wood 
1 pm - 2pm Dennis Prichett 
2pm - 3pm Matt Sutin 
3pm - 4pm Christine Troiano 
4pm - 6pm Nick Baker 
6pm - 7pm Joanna Doyle & 
Katie Romano 
7pm - 8pm Brad Geiger 
8pm - 9pm Tom Malia 
9pm - lOpm Danny Ly 
lOpm - I 1 pm Adam Lusk 
Thursday 
lOam - 11 am Karen Rodemich 
4pm - 6pm Mike Lease 
6pm - 7pm Sonny RegeIrnan & 
Heather Mead 
7pm - 8pm Eric Bohn & 
Chris Keleher 
8pm - 9pm Lou Nemphos 
9pm -] Opm Anne-Marie McMahon 
IOpm - II pm Karen Hollinger & 
Danielle Simonin 
llpm - 12am Dan Graf, Mike 
Jalboot & Brandon Baer 
Friday 
1 lam - lpm Ian Wood 
I pm - 2pm Dennis Pritchett 
2pm - 3pm IefTKuklinski 
3pm - 4pm Brian Ebersole & 
Keith D'Oria 
4pm - 6pm Vince Blando 
6pm - 8pm Nick Baker 
8pm - IOpm Danny Ly 
(No shows scheduled on Saturday) 
530 AM: Curtis, Wilkinson, 
Brodbeck, Beardwood, Paisley, 
Stauffer, Reimert 
88.1 FM: Omwake, Lynnewood, 
732 Main. Todd, 7l6Main,Schaff, 
Olevian, 624 Main, Zwingli, 
Duryea, Shreiner, Musser 
Direct Line: Wismer Game Room, 
Commuter's Lounge 
wvou 
-
It's up to you 
directly wired to the Wismer Game 
Room and the Commuter Lounge in 
Bomberger Hall. Officers already 
named are Michael Pizzi, Assistant 
Manager, Andrew Johnson, return-
ing as Treasurer, and Nicole 
Ferrandino, Music Director. Addi-
tionally, WVOU advertising and 
news will be directed by Karen 
Hollinger and Chelsea Grant. 
WVOU offers to campus organiza-
tions free advertising of upcoming 
events. The phone number for 
WVOU is 489-7755. 
What everyone must know, first 
and foremost, is that WE NEED 
YOU! If you hosted 8 show last 
year, WE WANT YOU BACK! If 
you've never before considered doing a 
show, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE! 
Unlike radio stations at large universi-
ties, which are typically dominated by 
communications majors, WVOU can 
accommodate students, and faculty, for 
that matter, of all disciplines. As you 
can see, our schedule (listed above) is 
by no means full. Time is available any 
morning, and all day Saturday and Sun-
day. And if you're not sure if you'd 
make a good DJ, inquire with me about 
program production and remote sports 
or music broadcasts. 
In the past, WVOU has told the read-
ers of The GriZZly how new manage-
ment or some new piece of equipment or 
even a "new attitude" was going to 
make WVOU worth your listening 
time. Butthat'sjustnotenough. Yes, 
there are new managers this year. 
Yes, the equipment is a little better 
this year. And yes, my attitude is 
different from that of past managers. 
But, the success of WVOU rests on 
YOu. It's UP TO YOU to fill our 
schedule. It's UP TO YOU to play the 
music and discuss the issues people 
want to hear. And it's UP TO YOU to 
make WVOU grow beyond our tight 
quarters and oUT modest signal, which 
is broadcast over wires to individual 
buildings. Through selfless dedica-
tion and hard work, WVOU can be-
come something bigger, something 
the College could really get behind, 
something of value to the community. 
It is my belief that nay apathy on 
campus, real or apparent, will not be 
broken by bureaucracy, but by re-
sponsible, aspiring individuals. It is 
my hope that WVOU sets a trend. We 
simply want a radio station which 
people want to be a part of and to 
which people want to listen. Those of 
us who care will not be diverted from 
this mission, and those who wish to 
join our efforts will not be turned 
away. Ifwe prove it can be done, there 
will be no excuse for WVOU to be 
anything less. IT'S UP TO YOU -
GET INVOLVED! 
Sgt. Grizz ... "Nothing ,,: 
But The Bear Facts." • 
PARKING . 
Each year, there is a little confusion about available parking on 
campus. Sgt. Grizz would like to commend students for their quick 
adherence to the parking regulations. Initially, officers have issued 
only warnings. In the next week, citations will be written for parking 
violations 
REMINDER: WHITE LINED PARKING SPOTS BELONG TO 
STUDENTS. YELLOW LINED SPOTS BELONG TO FACULTY 
AND STAFF, EVEN IF STAFF IS NOT WRITTEN ACROSS THE 
SPACE. PARKING ALONG FIRE LANES, ON LAWNS AND IN 
NON-LINED AREAS ARE VIOLATIONS. IF YOU HAVE ANY 
QUESTIONS, FEEL FREE TO DISCUSS THIS MATTER WITH 
ANY SECURITY OFFICER. AGAIN, THANKS FOR YOUR 
COOPERATION. 
THE SECURITY DESK 
The security desk is located in the Paisley Lobby and the personnel are 
on duty 24 hours a day. Dial campus x2737, or if you are calling from 
off-campus, dial 489-2737. 
Please carry your keys at all times and lock your doors. The propping 
of doors places all residents at risk. 
ESCORTS 
If, at any time, you feel uncomfortable walking on campus, contact 
security at x2737. An escort will be arranged. 
SAFETY AND SECURITY IS EVERYONE'S RESPONSIBILITY 
The security officers are committed to providing a safe and secure 
campus, but also appreciate the efforts of all on campus who call when 
they hear or see something out of the ordinary. DO NOT HESITATE 
TO CALL x2737 or 489-2737. 
RAPE AGGRESSIVE DEFENSE COURSE 
Officer Paul Smith is a certified instructor for the RAD program, and 
will be starting the next course on Thursday, September 28. On 
W ectnesday, September 13, during the dinner hour at Wismer, Officer 
Smith will be present to answer any questions regarding the RAD 
program. Stop by and talk with Paul. 
1995 Psychology Service and Research 
Opportunities 
There are many opportunities for hands-on experience in the 
psychology department. Students can volunteer at Norristown 
State Hospital or with the Literacy Program at Graterford Prison. 
Internships are another exciting way to gain experience in the 
field. This fall, 15 students are participating in a variety of 
Internships, from working with autistic children to working in local 
schools. 
The department also has 48 students enrolled in psychology 
readings and research projects. We urge all of these students to 
finalize plans with their faculty mentors as soon as possible. 
September 12, 1915 
A Whole New Dining Experience 
Welcome, and welcome back, a 
familiar greeting from an unfamil-
iar-looking Wismer. 
Besides the bright paint and beau-
tiful carpet that now grace the main 
dining room, our serving stations 
are totally different. 
We feature five main sta-
tions: Grillworks, Home-
town Cafe, To Your Health, 
the Deli Bar, and the Super 
Bar. 
Grillworks serves grilled 
cheese and hot dogs every 
day at lunch and hamburg-
ers for dinner. It also fea-
tures a variety of items that 
can be grtl\ed, including 
cheesesteaks. 
The Hometown Cafe 
serves the same type of items 
that were served on the line 
last year. New this year, 
however, is the rotisserie 
chicken at the carving sta-
tion. 
Every day, To Your 
Health offers aself-serve stir 
fry bar, along with various 
other heart-healthy and veg-
etarian entrees. 
As always, the Deli Bar is where 
students can make their own sand-
wiches, and the new Super Bar 
houses all the ingredients for sal-
ads, soups, breads and spreads, and 
pasta. 
And, my favorite addition to 
Wismer-- the Waffle Bar. This 
contains the ingredients to make 
fresh, hot waffles with a variety of 
toppings. 
Those are all the new and excit-
ing things taking place in Wismer. 
Of course, if you don't see some-
thing on the line that you really 
liked last year, ask someone for it, 
and we will try to incorporate it into 
the menu. 
As with all new things, it is going 
to take some time to adjust to all the 
one else, hate to wait in line for 
anything, especially food. 
Two things are contributing to 
the lines in Wismer: the delaYed 
opening of Zack's and the confu. 
sion about the serving stations OD 
the line 
Now that more and more people 
are eating at Zack's, the lines in tile 
main dining room (MDR) should 
continue to shorten. 
Also, whj\e we are wait-
ing for ourstationsignstoQ: 
installed, I ask that everyone 
look at the menus outside of 
MDR to see where the food 
you like is oeing served. 
If you hke what is being 
served JU the Hometown 
Cafe, there is absolutely DO 
reason to WaIt in the sa.me 
line that goes to the grill. 
The same goes forthe salad 
bar-- don'. walt 10 a huge 
line that is headed towards 
pasta when all you want u 
some soup. 
As always, we want to 
serve you what you like, and 
how you like it. Again, if 
Photo by Jennifer COllrtrney there IS something that yOli 
The New look of Wismer really miss eating, let II 
know and we will try to 
implement it into the menq. 
differences in Wismer, both for the And if we run out of Pepsi, ori. 
staff and forthe students. While we flat, or there is no more yogurt, teD 
are in this transitional period, there 
will be some confusion, not only 
about where things are, but about 
how they work also. So, I would 
like to take this opportunity to com-
ment on a very common complaint. 
Long lines- I, along with every-
us, and we will fix It as soon as 
possibly can 
We look forward to your sugg 
tions on making Wismer even 
ter. 
Next Week-ZACK's & yogurt 
chine problems 
What's Up in Wellness 
~5BWliZ!!~ Of The Gnzzl 
Feeling sick? Need to talk? The 
Wellness Center is there for you! 
The staff at the Wellness Center 
would like to extend their greetings 
to all new students and welcome the 
returning students back for a healthy 
and successful school year. This 
year's staff is very eager to work 
with you. Members include: Bar-
bara Rost (physician Assistant), 
Phyllis Osisek (Counselor), Dolores 
Arnold (Secretary), and Kim Ryan 
(Student Intern). 
For those of you who are unfamil-
iar with the program, the Wellness 
Center provides a variety of medi-
cal services at little or no cost to 
all students. Gynecological ex-
ams, flu vaccines, allergy shots 
and routine medical care are all 
free services. Anyone requiring 
additional lab work and/or immu-
nizations will be charged accord-
ingly. Birth control pills are avail-
able for a nominal fee and condoms 
are issued at no cost. Also, stop by 
and check out the educational pam-
phlets and literature concerning 
many oftoday's important health 
issues. 
For your convenience, the phy-
sician assistant will be available 
for consultation and/or treatment 
during the hours 12 noon until 
\ ~, • ..l ,;, " .. , ----------
6:00pm (Mon.-Fri.) A doctor . 
be present on these days fro 
5:00pm until 6:00pm to provi 
additional care. Students wis . 
to speak with the counselor will 
able to do so from 12:30pm un . 
4:30pm (Mon.-Fri.) To schedul 
an appointment, simply dial exte 
sion 2412 or 409-3100 or stop by 
The Wellness Center is located 
the lower level of Sprankle 
(behind Corson Hall). 
• NOTE· Anyone requesting 
requiring medical attention or co 
seling on the weekend simply co 
tactBrookside Family Practice (32 
7820) ornotify campus security (e 
2737). This service is available 
hrsIday. Please identify yourself 
an Ursinus student. 
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Commuter Connections 
It's Friday night, the campus is 
quiet, and once again you find your-
self asking, "Now what do I do?' 
Well, Ursinus, I have a suggestion: 
Ask the commuters. 
The commuters? How would they 
know what's going on? After all, 
they go home right after class, 
they're never at Reimert, and when 
it snows, forget it. We don't see 
them for a month. Resident stu-
dents know what's what around 
here. Right? Wrong. 
The more I talk to my commuter 
friends, the more I learn from them. 
Because they live in the commu-
nity, they really know what's going 
on in the area. For example, they 
know their way around Philly ex-
tremely well, which is helpful for 
sightseeing and entertainment. 
Want to take your parents to a good 
restaurant? I'm sure any commuter 
could give you a recommendation 
ranging from Italian food to Japa-
nese cuisine. Do you like to shop? 
From what I hear, the shopping in 
Manayunk is unbeatable. In addi-
tion, many of our commuters have 
jobs in the community, and their job-
hunting advice could be a big help 
when scrounging around for em-
ployment. 
How about the night life? Believe 
me, they know the coolest clubs and 
the best wings-and-beer joints in 
town. Needless to say, their week-
end activities center around off-cam-
pus events. The trick is to know 
what's out there, and they do. 
Commuters also have a home to 
go to after a long day of class and a 
home-cooked meal. Personally, I 
enjoy listening to conversation about 
home life when speaking with the 
commuters - it brings back a little of 
the normalcy we miss while living at 
Ursinus. Moral of the story? seek 
out the commuters, they're a great 
bunch and a very important part of 
our campus. 
10"'NG IEHllEI 
What do you think of the new Wismer? 
Anonymous, sophomore 
They should have comment cards. Break up the "cereal groups": cereal 
and fruit should be within reach. Thumbs up for the ever present waffle 
bar. Utensils are hard to find. I miss pizza; they don't serve slices in 
lack's. 
Karen O'Connor, senior 
Where's the cranberry juice? 
Chris Bowers, senior 
It's still Wismer. 
Anne-Marie McMahon, senior 
I like the vegetarian selections, but I miss pizza. 
Lori, junior 
lIove the atmosphere and decor, but hate the lines. I don't think the lines 
are Wismer's fault, though. 
Stu "and friends" Kukla, senior 
I wish it tasted as good as it looked. 
lric Leonard, junior 
I appreciate that we are coming into the 90's. 
brohn Lavin, junior 
ll_n't think that it's a good thing to have the same thing every day for 
~, such as hamburgers and hot dogs. 
"'Iie Brader, senior 
.... nice, but there's not enough room. 
'Wlllu[)" 
Get Involved by Joining a Committee! 
If you would like to become in-
volved in any of Ursin us' commit-
tees, you must attend the Septem-
ber 12 Ursinus Student Govern-
ment Association meeting. The 
meeting is at 7:30 in the Unity 
House (formerly Studio Cottage, 
where Career Planning and Place-
ment was located) . At this meet-
ing we will be taking volunteers 
for all of the committees for this 
academic year. 
To let you know about all of the 
committees, I have written a small 
description of each committee's 
function . After reading over the 
committees, please think about why 
you would like to become an active 
member of the committee and come 
to our meeting on September 12, 
where you will be asked to com-
plete a small application for the 
committees in which you have an 
interest. 
The committees at Ursinus are: 
*Campus Planning 
-advises the president of the col-
lege on major issues of institu-
tional policy 
-develops long-term goals and 
reviews the strategic plans for 
achieving these goals 
-2 students 
*Outcomes Assessment 
-coordinate the efforts of vari-
ous departments to design and ad-
minister survey instruments and 
recieve reports on the analysis of 
the outcomes data 
-focus primarily on college-wide 
assessment measures, but assist 
individual departments and offices 
with outcomes analysis as neces-
sary 
-3 students, one sophomore, one 
junior, one senior 
* Academic Council 
-discusses the academic program 
of the college and related issues 
-receives for its evaluation pro-
posed curriculum changes and re-
views the college curriculum 
-may make suggestions to aca-
demic departments and programs 
-2 students 
* Academic Support 
-addresses issues and makes rec-
ommendations concerning cam-
pus programs and facilities which 
support the academic program, in-
cluding computer systems, the li-
brary, art museum, bookstore, and 
the arts and lecture series program 
-2 students 
*Graduate and Professional Edu-
cation 
-makes recommendations to the 
faculty regarding the preparation of 
students for graduate programs and 
for programs requiring special cer-
tification 
-considers ways to promote stu-
dent research projects, conference 
papers, and other related academic 
exercises that will help distinguish 
the students as scholars ready to 
compete in strong graduate pro-
grams 
-3 students, one from each aca-
demic division (to be explained at 
the USGA meeting) 
*Student Activities 
-joint committee of faculty and 
USGA that meets at least once a 
month 
-reviews matters pertaining to the 
quality of campus life 
-areas of responsibility include 
on-going campus events, social or-
ganizations (fraternities, sororities, 
clubs), intramural athletics, student 
publications, Musser Hall pro-
grams, and special events such as 
Freshman Orientation, Homecom-
ing, and Parents Day 
-reviews allocation of funds for 
student activities 
-6 students 
U.S.G.A. Minutes 
*Judiciary Board 
-responsible for overseeing the 
disciplinary fact -finding of the Dean 
of Student Life 
-responsible for holding a hear-
ing if the Dean of Student Life or 
the student deems it to be advisable 
-3 student members, 3 alternate 
students 
*Intercollegiate Athletics 
-provides a forum for discussion 
of the relationship between inter-
collegiate athletics and the mission 
and educational program oCthe col-
lege 
-reviews the college's athletic pro-
gram in the context of NCAA, con-
ference, and college philosophies 
and regulations 
-makes recommendations on gen-
eral athletic policies 
-6 students (3 male, 3 female) 
*Diversity 
-provides a forum for discussion 
and by communicating with and 
advising the college community on 
matters relating to diversity 
-strive to increase awareness 
within the campus community of 
diversity issues through publicity, 
coordination, and recommendation 
to appropriate administrators or 
committees 
-2 students 
Thanks for taking the time to 
read through these, and please do 
not hesitate to come out to our meet-
ing to learn more about the commit-
tees and become an active part of 
Ursinus. If you have any questions, 
please call me at extension 3577. 
Here's to a great year at Ursinus, 
Raquel Szlanic 
President of USGA 
The meeting was called to ordered at 7:30 p.m. 
9/5/95 by Pres. Raquel Szlanic 
m. Freshman elections held on 9/11/95 
IV. Committee News 
I. Introductions 
Raquel Szlanic, president 
Rocco Iacullo, v.p. 
Christine Sofka, recording sec. 
Bee Heeney, corresponding sec. 
Heidi McMichael, treasurer 
IL Usual meeting format 
a. class reports 
b. committee news 
c. new business 
d. old business 
e. Ol)en floor 
Volunteers for committees will be 
taken at the meeting on 9/12 
V. Open Floor 
U.S.G.A., CAB, and RHA meetings 
will be held in the Unity house 
Todd McKinney is U.S.G.A. and 
freshman class advisor. 
The meeting was adjourned at 7:55 p.m. by the 
president. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christine Sofka 
u. 
C. 
H 
o 
T 
Students 
Helping 
Others 
Through 
Service 
We are here to organize 
service opportunities for you! 
For all your service needs, 
contact Beatrice May (x3550) 
National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
October 15-21 
A committee is needed to plan events during the week 
of October 15-21. Interested students should call the 
Wellness Center (ext. 2412). 
First committee meeting: 
Wednesday, Sept. 13, 7:30 p.m. 
Wismer Parents' Lounge 
Be a Part of It! 
We're the new 
bagel bakery with 
the funny 
name. (Sounds 
like "brew-getS') .We make old-
fashioned, kettle-boiled bagels. Ten 
varieties baked fresh all day. We 
also have delicious cream cheeses, 
fresh bagel sandwiches, terrific, 
fresh-ground coffee and a nice warm ! 
attitude, no matter how you say ! 
our name. Come on in. N.""'.... I 
BRUEGGER'S ~EL BAKERY® • '::;~" () • ! 
The ~~~~:~eg~~und® ~1;lt;> '-1''' ~ 
305 2nd A venue (RIC. 29) ! 
Collegeville, PA 19426 Telephone: (610) 454-9680 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6:00 AM -8:00 PM/Sal. 7:00 AM-7:00 PM/Sun. HlO AM-5:00 PM .. ~BRUEGGER·S· 
.......... ~ .. 
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VICTORY! 
BEARS DEFENSE 
SHUTS DOWN WPI 
WORCESTER, MASS. --
Kevin Flanagan, Phil Mandato, 
and Mike Ortman led an 
Ursinus defense that smothered 
WPI in the Bears' 16-6 season-
opening win. Ursinus, which 
yielded over 180 yards per 
game on the ground last sea-
son, held the potent WPI of-
fense to just 170 total yards and 
forced four turnovers. 
Flanagan had six tackles, two 
interceptions, and a fumble re-
covery. He helped stop the 
Engineers' first two drives with 
an interception and the recov-
ery. Mandato added II tack-
l~s, including two for seven 
yards in losses. 
The defense was on the field 
over 19 minutes of the first 
half, but did not break. The 
Bears allowed only a 25-yard 
Greg Amitro field goal three 
seconds before the intermis-
sion. 
While the defense was out-
standing, the offense was good 
when it had to be. Utilizing the 
strong inside running of Mark 
Parks, the Bears marched 65 
yards in 10 plays to take a 6-0 
lead early in the second quar-
ter. Parks carried seven times 
for 49 yards. He capped the 
drive with a 14-yard scoring 
run up the middle. Mark 
McGonagle's conversion kick 
failed. 
Another Amitro field goal of 
25 yards tied the score with 
7: 13 to play in the third quar-
ter. But the opportunistic 
Ursin us offense clicked again 
two series later. After stopping 
WPI deep in its own territory, 
the Bears took advantage of a 
short punt and marched 37 yards 
on six plays, with some clutch 
passing from Brad Goddes. 
Goddes hit three of four passes 
on the drive, including a 13-
yard scoring pass to Ron Floyd. 
The score gave the Bears a 13-
6 lead with 14 seconds to play 
in the quarter. 
Goddes finished with 120 
yards on 14 of 21 passing. He 
was intercepted once. Floyd 
was his favorite target with 80 
yards on seven receptions. 
Ursinus put the game away 
after Brian Coyle recovered a 
fumbled punt. The Bears cov-
ered 38 yards in 11 plays. 
McGonagle then hit a 26-yard 
field goal with I: 11 to play. 
The Bears open Centennial 
Conference play by hosting 
F&M next Saturday at 1:30 
p.m. 
New Look for UC 
Volleyball Team 
p'''''''''?', Of The Gnzzl 
The 1995 Lady Bears are 
back in full force. 
Led by UC's own coach Lisa 
Cornish, the team has under-
gone several changes. 
For one, the players have a 
home court with a brand new 
floor to call their own. There 
are also several new additions 
to the team - freshmen Traci 
DiSanto from Norristown and 
Lauren Wagman from York, 
Pa. 
Traci's comments about the 
team? "Our practices are very 
intense and challenging, which 
makes for a competitive envi-
ronment." 
Veteran players agree that 
Lisa will bring out the best in 
each team member. 
"Although we had a some-
what disappointing season last 
year, we're looking forward to 
working with our new coach 
and competing in the upcom-
ing season," agree junior cap-
tains Amy Bistline and Jenni-
fer Nelson. 
Come out and support UC 
volleyball - their next home 
game is on Saturday, Septem-
ber 23 at lOAM. If talent and 
skill isn't enough to lure you, 
come to get a glimpse of the 
team's new look! 
SePlember 12.1995 
"k"§Li 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: Steppin' Up! 
THE SPIRIT TO FIGHT Aerobics has started again this semester. All faculty, staff 
and students are welcome to come to Helfferich's 2nd 
floor dance room to get in shape, have fun and meet new 
people! There's no fees, no registration, and steps are 
provided for all to use! Please wear appropriate clothing 
and athletic shoes. Feel free to can Clare Zeberkiewicz 
(x.3050) or Stephanie Zenorini and Shelly Miller (x.3046) 
for answers to any of your questions. 
r I'M i i 6' 'Z.I wi!liiihij Of The Gnzzl 
While the women's soccer team 
may have lost their first club game 
on Thursday, Sept. 7, you would 
never know it by looking at the 
players. The group of girls that 
constitute the club have been fight-
ing too long to let one game dampen 
their spirits. The negati ve outcome 
of the game has only proved to 
further ignite the spark that has 
kept this group together and fight-
ing for quite a while. 
The interest in having a women's 
team-has been around for a num-
ber of years, as several players had 
petitioned and argued, in an effort 
to win recognition for the team. 
However, nothing had come of the 
plea to form a team until last year 
when the girls took matters into 
their own hands. Taking their team 
to Woodhaven Arena in Phila. for 
playing time required each mem-
ber of the informal team to foot a 
ninety dollar bill in order to play, 
and traveling time alone would have 
been enough to dissuade anyone 
not dedicated to the cause. But 
somehow the girls managed to al-
ways have some kind of a team to 
compete with, practice with, and 
grow with. 
Here we are once again, back at 
Ursinus taking tests, whether they 
be academic or sobriety, and here I 
am once again, commenting as al-
ways on the Philadelphia profes-
sional sports scene. 
Over the summer, as I labored 
through two semesters of organic 
chemistry, to the point of almost 
complete insanity, I did have one 
other very minor problem bounc-
ing around in my head 
I faced the prospect of returning to 
school, as we now have, with only 
ODe sport to wnte about. The sav-
inggrace was that ifI truly only had 
ODe of the three major sports to 
write about, it at least was going to 
be football, my favorite by far. 
(por all you freshman reading this 
and wondering how I came up with 
Sophomore Beth Gillard was in-
strumental in the unofficial club, 
organlzlDg games with 
Woodhaven's staff, and arranging 
practices for inexperienced players 
who wanted to learn. The Club 
already possessed a constitution but 
it was inactive. With their dedica-
tion clearly noted, the team took 
their story all the way to the top 
with assistant men's soccer coach 
Bill Bonewitz, who now serves as 
the womens' head coach. As of 
now the club has not reached var-
sity status, but will still play expe-
rienced soccer teams from 
Villanova, Widener and St. Joe's, 
as well as some under-19 teams, 
hoping to eventually make it to 
varsity. The team, composed of32 
students, proved their aggressive 
nature Thursday in their fLrst game 
against Albright. After practicing 
only one week as a team, the girls 
scored during the first five minutes 
of the game, and later held Albright 
off with a strong defense until only 
two minutes were left. The final 
score was 2-1, in favor of Albright. 
A defeat for the women, but also a 
victory. 
"As a team, we played beauti-
fully considering we've only been 
unified for a week," Gillard com-
mented. "We weren't conditioned 
enough, but we have the skill and 
the players. We have proved that 
we can play, everything else will 
come later." 
Starters for the team included 
Beth Gillard, Heather Levin, Kim 
Inglot, Kimiko Trott, Nancy 
Harned, Megan Larkin, Erin Burke, 
Jen Howe, Julie Hutchesin, and 
Kathleen Farrell. Player Jen 
Calhoun comments, "Despite the 
defeat I believe we performed well 
for our first time together. We hope 
to see a great team emerge this 
year, and we expect our level of 
play to steadily improve." 
The team and its faculty advisor, 
Heather O'Neil, must now fight 
their way to AFAC to gain funds. 
The battle is not yet over, but it is 
definitely looking good. 
Their next game will be on Satur-
day, Sept. 16 immediately after the 
men's soccer team plays Franklin 
& Marshall. The players encour-
age everyone to come out and sup-
port the teams. 
Several players stated they were 
pleased with the turnout and that 
the support really helped a nervous 
team achieve its goals. 
So be sure to go out and support 
the newest addition to Ursinus sports 
as they fight their way up to the top 
and beyond. 
Monday 
7:00 a,m. - Step 1 
4:30 p.m.- Aero-step 
Tuesday 
4:30 p.m. - Step 2 
7:00 p.m. - Aero-step 
Wednesday 
7:00 a.m. - Step 1 
4:30 p.m. - Cardio-step 
7:00 p.m. - Step 2 
Thursday 
4:30 p.m. - Areo-Step 
7:00 p.m. - Step 2 
Friday 
7:00 a.m. - Step 1 
4:30 p.m. - Cardio-step 
Saturday 
10:00 a.m.- Potluck 
(tentative) 
Aero-step: Halfhillow impact aerobics and half step aerobics 
Step 1: Moderate intensity, basic choreography step aerobics 
Step 2: Advanced choreograpy step aerobics 
Cardio-step: High intensity step aerobics 
Potluck: Instructor's preference 
Join the Fun! 
APHILLYFAN 
only three major sports in Philadel-
phia, I will let you know that I 
nearly vomit when people refer to 
hockey as a sport, so don't expect 
to hear a thing about the Flyers, 
aside from the occasional snide 
comment, which in just my third 
paragraph you have already experi-
enced.) 
So, as I sit here typing, I have not 
one nor three sports to write about, 
but two. The NBA is out of com-
mission, and you had to know that 
this was going to happen simply 
because the Sixers actually made a 
great pick in the June NBA draft. 
Nothmg ever goes right for tht:: 
Sixers, so something was bound to 
screw it up. 
Major League Baseball managed 
to patch up their problems, and 
somehow the Phillies, who were 
supposed to be a powerhouse on the 
offensi ve side, have managed to 
absorb the losses of Darren Daulton, 
Lenny Dykstra, and Curt Schilling season, it was still the same damn 
and remain in the thick of the newly hot dogs, hamburgers, and grilled 
created wild-card hunt with an of- cheese sandwiches we'd had be-
fense that is likely to have no one 
hit more than 15 home runs the 
entire season. 
The newly renovated Eagles be-
gan play last week and put on a 
show that bore resem blance to noth-
ing else but the newly renovated 
Wismer. 
Surrounding the game was all the 
hoopla of the new coach, Ray 
Rhodes or in the case of Wismer, 
President Strassburger, and the new 
"West Coast Offense," similar to 
the new and supposedly improved 
variety and overall organization of 
our eatJIlg establishment. 
By the end of the game, the Eagles 
had truly put on a sad display. The 
season had already lost the major-
ity of its glitter, similar to The 
Grillworks, because in spite of all 
the changes made during the off-
fore, but now only worse. I fear 
we're going to get performances 
like this all season long, and all the 
while we'll be munching on the 
same damn french fries, with gravy 
or cheese sauce of course. 
In the end, our new star running 
back, Ricky Watters, came up look-
ing just like the new yogurt castle 
we now enjoy. They both look 
great on the outside, Ricky says he 
can deliver plays and the castle 
says it can deli ver yogurt, but we've 
yet to see either, except for a few 
plays and from noon to 12:15 dur-
ing lunchtime respectively. 
The comparisons don't end there. 
The offensive line couldn't make a 
block just like we can't make our 
own sandwiches. Randall 
Cunningham was like every single 
entree we get, alright, but not spec-
tacular enough, and Derrick Frazier 
was burnt just as easy as one of 
those grilled cheese sandwiches I 
already discussed. 
Now it's time for the predictions. 
This will be a very rough year for 
both the new Eagles and the new 
carpet in Wismer. What began 
beautifully will, after a 6-1 0 season 
and a whole two semesters of eat-
ing by 1200 college students, be 
stained and tattered 
And throughout the entire season. 
no matter how man touchdowns 
or yards Ricky Watters produces 
and no matter how many times the 
yogurt castle actual! y has yogurt 
within it, I will never I ike either, for 
at the beginning. when I was so 
hungry for receptions and a cool 
dessert, Ricky and the yogurt castle 
both came up empty handed 
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LADY BEARS WIN FIELD 
HOCKEY OPENER 
Ursinus opened its field hockey 
season with a 3-1 win over arch 
rival West Chester on Sept. 2. 
The Bears got goals from three 
different players to overcome a 
1-0 deficit and win the season-
opener for both teams. 
West Chester took a 1-0 lead 
when Kati Coil scored on a pen-
alty comer with 19:08 to play in 
the first half Kris Smereczynski 
and Karen Buzdygon were cred-
ited with assists. 
Ursinus tied the game with 
13:55 to play before the inter-
mission when Amy Minnich beat 
Golden Rams' goalkeeper 
Haether Vearling on a penalty 
stroke. 
Kim Ryan gave Ursinus the 
lead for good with an unassisted 
goal 1: 15 into the final period. 
Judie Marcus gave Ursinus an 
insurance goal with 12:58toplay. 
Coleen Sabol earned an assist. 
West Chester outshot Ursinus 
17 -l3 and had 10 penalty cor-
ners to just three for the Bears. 
Barb Golley saved 10 shots in 
goal forUrsinus, while Yearling 
stopped nine shots for the guests. 
The two teams will meet again 
in the annual Snell Cup game on 
Halloween in West Chester. 
On Sept. 9, Lindsay Hobbs 
scored two goals in the final 43 
seconds of the first half as Yale 
(1-0) defeated host Ursinus (I-
1),2-0. Hobbs scored an unas-
sisted goal with 43 seconds to 
play before the intermission. She 
scoredjust21 seconds later. This 
time Abby Alt was credited with 
an assist. 
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Amy Minnich scored the first Bears goal of the season to tie 
the West Chester game, 1-1. The Bears went on to win, 3-1. 
CHUCK'S WAGON 
The final year. In Kareem ' s final 
year, they gave him a rocking chair, 
and a piece of the floor, among 
other things. Joe Montana got 
handed a beating at the hands ofthe 
Miami Dolphins in the playoffs of 
his final year. Jordan got a bat and 
glove after his final year. Magic 
basically got the cold shoulder af-
ter his final year. 
Others will attest. Senior ath-
letes usually get their jerseys after 
their final years. All the great ones 
get something in their final year. 
Well, this is the final year of the 
Wagon. The hell if I'm coming 
back here next year. To eliminate 
any confusion, yeah, I'm graduat-
ing iIi 3 years. So, all I want in my 
final year is a flag football intram u-
ral championship t-shirt. If! don't 
get one, I'll live. But I think I'm 
going to get one with the help of a 
couple new buddies ... for this, the 
final year of the Wagon. I promise 
that's all that I will ever print this 
year about flag football. And now 
on to sports we can't control. 
What in the world can I say about 
Cal Ripkenthathasn'talreadybeen 
said? I haven't seen many people 
note that he has a tremendous dearth 
of hair for a 35 year old. He's got 
limited strands, and what he does 
have is awfully gray. I think Cal Sf. 
forged his birth certificate so he 
could go to bars with his son when 
he was 7. Or how about that he 
endorses milk? I mean who the hell 
pays you when you advertise milk. 
There's no milk company. It's just 
milk. Well, whatever will be, will 
be, and what was on last Wednes-
day evening was one of the most 
spectacular pieces of sports history 
we will ever see in our lives. It was 
just a spectacular thing beyond fur-
ther description. 
Admittedly Cal Ripken is a .260-
.270 hitter. He'll get you 20 hom-
ers and 80 RBIs every year. The 
key is every year. It's like if a 
pitcher loses 20 games in a year, he 
may be just as good as a pitcher 
who wins 20. He must be pretty 
good if he keeps going out there. 
Cal Ripken is far from one of the 
greatest to play the game or even 
his position. But to play in, by now, 
213356044 games inarowis, in my 
opinion. a hell of a lot tougher to do 
than hit 47 HRs like Ernie Banks or 
have the best fielding % at SS like 
Tony Fernandez. I should know. 
Well, actuaJly I shouldn't, so let's 
leave it at that. 
Cal supersedes what's going on in 
baseball right now, so we'll save 
that for next week. Plus I need the 
room. Though, I will mention the 
Reds-Astros brawl from Thursday 
night. Ron Gant vs. Pat Borders in 
catcher's gear. Hmmmmm. Ad-
vantage-Gant....by a lot. 
Small preface: Just like last year, 
the paper gets put together on Sun-
day mornings, before the week's 
football games are played. So by 
the time you read this, on hopefully 
Tuesday, you will be reading about 
last week's games. It's out of my 
control. I can do a lot of SlUff, but 
a spokesman from the NFL named 
Sebass told me playing on Sundays 
is kind of a tradition. Yeah, so, uh, 
how's your burger? 
"For who? For what?" 
Two lines very familiar to us all. 
"I'm gonna get laid out for who, for 
what?" Now I completely agree 
with Ricky Watters. I mean he has 
made plays before. We're talking 
about the Greater Harrisburg Pop 
Warner; we're talking Bishop 
McDevitt, Notre Dame, the 4gers. 
He'smadeplaysbefore. He'llmake 
them again. I mean he said he 
would. What more do we need than 
that? Seriously, Ricky Watters is a 
fme player. After all , he'll tell you 
that. But to not layout for a pass as 
a pro football player can be termed 
in 3 words. You know them: Hor-
Ren-Dous. The Eagles are awful 
with or without him, anyway. 
In the NFC, the Cowboys are king 
and will win the Superbowl. With 
Deion, they will win the Super Bowl 
against the AFC Pro Bowl team, 
the Dolphins. More on them in a 
bit. In the East, the Cowboys are 
the class. The thing with the Cow-
boys, though, is that they will not 
be nearly as good as they would be 
if Kevin Smith was still around. 
He's a top 5 CB in his own right. 
With 2 CBs like Smith and Deion, 
you can blitz 9 guys. I still like 
Arizona to be a playoff team, after 
looktng less than good against a 
less than sickening Redskin team. 
On Monday night, I think it was the 
Giants being that bad, rather than 
the Cowboys being that good. In 
the Central, the Bucs will win the 
division. lO-6 does it. Warren 
Sapp was the steal of the draft. I say 
let him take drugs. It worked for 
L T and Dwight Gooden. Sniffin' a 
little rock produced some of the 
greatest individual seasons of our 
time: LT in '86; Gooden in '85. 
Niners in a walk in the West. 
Now I know it was only the Jets, 
whose offense didn't quite get it 
done last Sunday, but they are still 
an NFL team with real NFL play-
ers, even though they are very bad 
NFL players. 52 points is a 
treeeeemendous number of points 
to give up. Now I know I should 
capitalize the letter D when I write 
Dolphins and Dominant and Dev-
astating and Destined for the Super 
Bowl, and that would be with or 
without Deion. The Dolphins will 
walkovertheAFC. WithoutDeion, 
they will have to be lucky to beat 
the Cowboys or Niners. Say what 
you will about the Dolphins, but 
you can not deny that they, I through 
47, are the best team in football. 
Their 11 guys on offense or defense 
might not be as good as Dallas' or 
the Niners', but injuries won't mat-
ter this year for the Fins. Oh, and by 
the way, I guess when Dan Marino 
breaks every major QB record in 
the NFL, Joe Montana will still be 
better than him . Yeah, snicker, 
snicker. 
Of course the Dolphins will win 
the East in the AFC. The Pats will 
be 2 games behind them. It doesn't 
take a rocket scientist to see those 2 
games being losses in Miami and 
when the Fins come in to town. The 
Colts may be good. Or they may 
not be. The Jets need more tight 
ends. In the Central, the Steelers 
are done. Everything they do is 
predicated on 2 awesome CBs. With 
Rod Woodson done for the year, 
and Deion Figures recovering from 
his gang banging episode, they win 
not do the dominating job on D. 
Denver and the Raiders will be 
good in the West, and I will be quite 
amused to see how the Chargers do 
with a tough schedule. 
If anyone remember's last year's 
final quest~on, it was "Who were 
the Colossal Connection?" WeD, 
indeed they were managed by 
Bobby Heenan and were guided to 
the Tag Team Belts. It's been a 
long summer, so no one came up 
with Andre the Giant and Haku. 
Quite the formidable team they 
were. And to continue the vaulted 
tradition of the World WrestliDJ 
Federation Trivia Ouestion of tile 
Week: Which one of the WWF'. 
superstars successfully bend 
pressed over 700 Ibs. in tbe inau-
gural Royal Rumble in 1988 wi .. 
a somewhat generous spot fr. 
Jesse "The Body" Ventura? TbIl 
is all for this week, and the plea5lD 
continues to be all yours. 
Photo by Jennifer Courtney 
The Ursinus women's soccer played their first-ever 
game against Albright last week. 
For complete coverage, see page 11. 
